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Health and safety information; Read before use to reduce the risk of personal injury, discomfort, property damage,

including damage to your Tempt Power bank or any connected devices, and other potential hazards.

Handle your Tempt Power bank with care. Before using the Power bank for the first time, please fully charge it once.

You may damage it if you disassemble, drop, bend, burn, crush, or puncture it. Do not use the Power bank with a

damaged enclosure, damaged or bent plugins, or other form of physical damage. Only use the included or approved

charging cable to charge your Power bank. Using an incorrect cable may damage your device or cause a fire. Using a

damaged Power bank may cause overheating or injury. Do not expose your Power bank to liquids, which can cause

overheating and may ruin the product. Stop using your Power bank if it gets wet. Do not attempt to dry it using an

external heat source. Do not use the Power bank outside or in wet locations, such as near a sink, bathtub, or shower

stall. Do not expose the Power bank to extreme temperatures, such as direct sunlight, or near sources of heat, such

as radiators or ovens. This may cause the battery to malfunction or leak. Never touch the charger with wet hands.

The Power bank is designed to work best in ambient temperatures between 32˚ to 104˚ F (0˚ to 40˚C) and should be

stored between ambient temperatures of -22˚ and 158˚F (-30˚ and 70˚C). Do not expose your Power bank to

temperatures above 113˚F (45˚C), such as on a car dashboard or near a heating vent, as this may damage the Power

bank, overheat the battery, or pose a risk of fire. If your device becomes too hot, disconnect it from its power source

if it's plugged in, move it to a cooler place, and do not use it until it has cooled. Using damaged cables and chargers

and charging when moisture is present, can cause fire, electric shock, injury, or damage to your device.



The Power bank generates heat during normal operation and compiles with applicable surface temperature

standards and limits. Avoid prolonged, direct or indirect skin contact when the device is in use or charging because

exposing skin to hot surfaces for a long period of time may cause discomfort or burns. Do not sleep on or with your

Power bank or a device it is charging or cover them with a blanket or pillow. Be aware of this issue if you have a

physical condition that affects your ability to detect heat against your skin

Keep the Power bank out of reach of children and do not allow them to play with it and its accessories. They could

hurt themselves or others or could accidentally damage the Power bank. Consult a physician immediately if small

parts are swallowed.

Dispose of your Power bank in accordance with government regulations. Do not dispose of it in normal household

waste. Improper disposal may lead to fire, explosion, and/or other hazards.



Do not use your Power bank where flammables or explosives are stored (e.g., in gas stations, fuel depots, or

chemical plants). Do not use it where blasting operations are in progress, or in potentially explosive atmospheres

such as in areas where the air contains high level of flammable chemicals, vapors, or particles. Observe all notices

and signs where these hazards might exist.

 Tempt warranty is restricted to the first purchaser and on the product bought from direct Tempt official

channel partners & resellers.

 Tempt Powerbank are covered under warranty for 6 months from the date of purchase. To avail the warranty, register

on www.temptindia.com within 7 days of purchase.

 Proof of purchase, i.e., invoice is required to claim the warranty.

 You can register your warranty service request at the website, our team will connect back and will try, and

troubleshoot the issue.

 If the issue is not resolved, we will align a service partner or arrange a pickup from your address for the

replacement.

http://www.temptindia.com/


 If in case of the reverse pickup not available Tempt will request, you to ship the product to us and on the

receipt of the same replacement will be done.

 Tempt Cares is limited to provide repairs / Rectification of the fault or if the replacement is made it will be

same model or an equivalent model, no refund or vouchers are possible.

 Warranty Coverage –Workmanship, Manufacturing or Technical defects, Missing parts, Received damaged.

 Not Covered – Out of warranty, unauthorized purchase, Sound Characteristics (Subjective), in Voltage

Charging, Normal wear & Tear, Cosmetic damage, Commercial Usage, Battery/ in-built MICs, Waterlogged,

breakage or issues related to look & feel of the product, dim display under sunlight, low sound due to

accumulation of dust or dirt.

 Accessories that come along with the main device are under warranty for 3 months from the date of purchase.

 Tempt will not be responsible for any kind of skin allergies/Rashes or any damage or loss or data arising due

to direct or indirect usage of the products.

Our Co-ordinates: 

Call: 7391008008 

E-mail: customercare@temptindia.com 

Website: www.temptindia.com




